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The Bearer of this notice has purchased web resolution digital files for printing from his/her photography session 
with Victoria Siebe Photography + Film (VSPF). Bearer is hereby granted permission by VSPF to reproduce the 
images and make unlimited number of prints, for personal use only. This permission applies worldwide. Bearer 
agrees that he/she may not use any VSPF images for commercial or editorial purposes, or enter any VSPF 
images into competition without the express written permission of VSPF. VSPF retains the copyright to all 
images, per USC Title 17 (US Copyright Law). 
 
Print & Share Licensing Notice 
The images that are being provided to you are licensed to you for any reasonable personal use only, including 
but not limited to: printing, copying, emailing and web publishing. Your license does not include use that results 
in financial gain, including but not limited to: advertising, stock photography, print sale, profits, or resale of any 
nature. Your purchase of the original files releases VSPF from any liability due to loss or damage of the images, 
and also releases VSPF from any obligation to maintain copies of any digital file, image, or photographs. 
 
Photographer’s Rights 
You hereby grant to VSPF the right to use and publish images and photographs taken at your photography 
session to further promote it’s service, including portfolio, website, display, advertisement, and editorial use. 
VSPF agrees to limit the use of these images and photographs to promotional and business use only. VSPF 
retains all copyrights to the images and derivative works thereof. If you are posting any of the digital files to 
social media (Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram etc.) you must post only the web file with the watermark. A 
tag is not necessary, but is appreciated. Under no circumstances are the images, photographs or digital files be 
used to threaten, harm or defame any entity in any matter. Knowledge of any ill-intent will result in immediate 
revoke of this license and legal action.  
 
Editing/Alterations 
Absolutely NO editing, alterations, filters, photo editing apps, removal of watermark or any alterations or 
distortions of any kind is allowed. Please kindly respect the time and effort we’ve put into your images. 
 
Copyright Infringement 
The Bearer of this notice  hereby promises to not steal work related to VSPF that has not been purchased. This 
includes, but is not limited to, screenshots, accessible downloads on websites or social media, hacking, or any 
other form of retrieval. I, Bearer, understand that if caught, I am obligated to pay VSPF for the work that was 
stolen. Furthermore, I, the Bearer, understand that failure to pay for the work stolen and unpaid can be subject to 
legal proceedings in which I will also be obligated to pay VSPF’s attorney fees and court costs incurred.  
 
By using any of these images, I am agreeing to the above terms. By signing below, I acknowledge that I 
have fully read and understood the terms set forth by the Victoria Siebe Photography + Film. I also 
acknowledge that breach of this contract may result in legal action. 
 
 


